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Rueors 6 Ramblings
l Stanford Telecom has intro-
duced the STEL-300 Communi-
cation Performance Analyzer.
The STEL-300 is designed to
interface with virtually any
BPSK/QPSK/MSK receiver and
provide performance measure-
ments during normal operation.
The versatility of the STEL-300
permits observation during actual
operation without the need fol
test patterns and transmission dis-
ruptions. The STEL-300 utilizes
patented Stanford Telecom (No.
5,144,642)  IDAC technology and
advanced DSP chips.
l Motorola’s Iridium prqject  gains
20 Japanese investors, including
Sony Corp., Mitsubishi Corp. and
DDI, a long distance telephone
carrier. The combined invest-
ment for the group was about
9; 132 million. Washington based
Iridium Inc., has said that it has
already raised some $800 million
of the required $3.37 billion it
will need. Current US partners

Lockheed and Raytheon have
been brought on the Iridium
“Bandwagon” as subcontractors.
l Send us your latest rumors 01
tidbits for inclusion here.

- Seneca -

Don’t miss an issue of
: Spread Spectrum Scene.

Subscribe now!
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EDITORIAL

Wireless Information
Overload

serts on SS technology. If we
judge reality by what appears in
print -: then “Wireless” is starting
to happen. If we judge reality by
the amount of money being spent
__ then “Wireless” is certainly
starting to happen. If we judge
reality by people’s attendance at
trade shows or the rate of new
subscribers to SSS -- again then
it seems that somethirzg is really
happening.

We were the First special
interest publication devoted to SS
and wireless technologies. Now
we have some competition:

Have you ever felt like
l Andrew Seybold’s new

OUTLOOK on MOBfLE COnif-
PUT/NC,  a monthly high tech
newsletter with a substantial
price, but excellent aualitv and
very intesesting.

l IYCCN, another high
priced monthly newsletter for the
“busy executive.”

Alice in “Wireless Land” when
looking through the tradeJournals
or pop press’! My apologies to
Lewis Cal-r01 -- but, as our front
cover graphically highlights, the
“Wireless”inforniation  explosion-
/overload has happened. One
year ago SSS was handed out at
the San Diego RF EXPO and
mailed to a few hundred prospec-
tive readers. At that time I read
about “Wireless” stuff maybe
once every two weeks. Now it
seems that every other day I’m
inundated with information OI
hype about “Wireless” this and
that. Was our timing good -- 01
has something really started to

SS have gotten very popular

happen?
lately. All the news, new product

As the Bard has said:
announcements and advertising

Timing i.v ewytking  -- and we
hype seems to grow  at an expon-
ential rate doesn’t it?

The active phrase “comm-
itted to being the primary source”
is just what can slow the “Wire-
less” information overload for
you, dear reader. We carefully
sift through dozens of press clip-
pings, countless trade journals,
carefully scan several news/wire
services and otherwise screen a
huge volume of information fol
you -- every month. What you
read in SSS is the “Creme  de la
creme”  of what’s going on in this
field every month. Stay with
SSS -- stay tuned in every month
and we’ll all escape the inform-
ation overload. We might also
prosper and learn some things
together, if we’re lucky.

Thanks for your support
this past year. Please keep it up!
Together SSS and it’s readers
will make a difference!

l Audis’ own quarterly
011  The Air. How’s this month’s mug

Surely there are other
imitators out there, that l’v2 for-
gotten to mention. But my point
is: the subjects of “Wireless” and

were a bit lucky. We saw a void,
a niche and gabbed it. While

This brings me to one of
the main reasons we founded SSS

shot of yours truly’! I’m shown
in action, giving a talk on SS to
the Santa Clara Valley Amateur
Radio Club last January. We
also presented a 1 l/2 hour lec-
ture to the annual joint
CITEA/CCEI Conference  on
March 26. This conference is for
a nice large group of high school,
community college and university
teachers/professors and was held
at the Santa Clara Convention
Center. My talk was attended by
some 40 enthusiastic, curious
educators. I enjoyed it very
much.

we were well positioned by ex- __
perience, training and interest,

remember our purpose state-

without the right timing SSS
ment (printed in our masthead

could have fizzled like a bad
every month):

Fourth of July firecracker. In- SPREAD SPECTRUM SCENE is
stead we succeeded and it seems
that other magazines (they shall

dedicated to the Spread Spectrum

remain nameless) are I-egularly
professional and is committed to

running features and special in-
being the primary source for the

April,  l&3 Spread Spcctrutn Sccnc -- Firsf A~rrriwrarrr~~~  Issrrc

Talk about meetings --
there was a little trade show last
month in San Jose as well --
enough said. srr Etlllurisl  ,“xr 18

latest news and information about
the growth, regulation, and op-
portunities in this emerging sci-
ence.



by Peter Onnigian, P.E., W6QEU

In the last several columns
we have discussed many different
characteristics of antennas suit-
able for use with SS systems.
This month we present some
general purpose information and
a small recap of some of our past
columns. New readers may app-
reciate this review, while readers
that have been with us a while
may judiciously use/read only
what they need.

l Re: FCC Rules, Part 15,
paragraph 15.249, 50,000 mic-
rovolts per meter at 3 meters is
radiated by an isotropic anten-
na when fed by 0.75 milliwatts
into SO ohms. Thnlight  you’d
like to know!

Gain Over What?
It seems many technical

people do not know the differ-
ence between an isotropic (dBi)
and a half wave dipole (dBd)
reference. They also had diffi-
culty understanding why the gain
of the same antenna may be ex-
pressed as a higher number in

dBi than in dBd!
Antenna Gain References

To understand an isotropic
antenna, imagine the radiator
totally enclosed in a hollow
sphere. The radiation from its
center is distributed uniformly
over the interior surface of the
sphere. This uniform radiation is
said to be isotropic by definition.

Assume further, it takes
one watt of power to cover the
entire surface of the sphere with
100 milliwatts of intensity. If we
were to illuminate only a small
portion of the sphere with the
same surface intensity, it follows
that the radiation source powel
required would be much less than
the one watt required to illumi-
nate the entire sphere. In fact, a
dipole would illuminate a wide
band only on the sphere with the
same 100 milliwatts intensity.

In fact, it would require
only 0.61 watts of power for the
same intensity as required to coat
the entire sphere. This reduction
to 61 percent by a dipole is equal
to -2.146 dB, rounded off to
-2.15 dB. Thus the isotropic
sphere has 2.15 dB more gain
since it requires more power to
illuminate the entire sphere!
Gain is the ratio of the maximum
radiation in a given direction to
the maximum radiation produced
in the same direction from a
reference antenna both with the
same input power.

Another definition: The
directivity is the antenna’s ability
to concentrate radiation in a par-
ticular direction. Useful antennas
exhibit some directivity unlike an
isotropic, which radiates equally
in all directions. As stated in last
month’s column, an isotropic
antenna exists only as a mathe-
matical model, and is not realiz-

Beginners Box

FEDERAL COMMUNICA-
TIONS COMMISSION

RULES - PART 15
Paragraph 15.24’)

OPERATION WITHIN THE
BANDS YO2-Y28  MHz,

2400-2483.5 MHz, 5725-5875
MHz, AND 24.0-24.25 GHz.

Flclcl  slrcngll~
of fllllclalllelllal
(iiiilli~olls/~nclcr)

!NIZ-‘)2x  Xlllz so
24W-24WR.S  Mllz so
Sl25-SX7S  hlllz SO
24.0-24.2S  C;llz 250

‘)02-92x Xllla SO0
2400-24X.1.S  hlllz SO0
S72S-5x75  hlllz 500
24624.25  (:IIx 2500

(c)  ~:niissi~~ns  rnclinlccl  oulslclc  of llir
qwcillctl frequency  OPINIS,  csccpc  for
harmonics, shall Iw allrllualrcl  by al
kw 50 d15 bcio\~  lilr ICVCI  0r IIIC r~lm-
iiicnli~l  or lo tlw griirral  r8tlialccl  rnlis-
sloil  liwils  Iii IS.209 wbiclirvcr  is the
Irsscr  allr~iiialio~i.

(c) I’;rrlirs  cousitlrrlil~  llir mriulaclurr,
Imlmrlalion, nisrkrllng  or opralloti  of
~I~II~~I~I~~II~  iintlcr  llils scrllon slloulcl  also
nolr  llir rrquircmrnl  in IS.27(cl).

‘l’ltanks  lo:
Rules Scrvicc  Company

Rockvillc, MD - (301) 424-Y402

able in practice. The gain of an
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antenna is a basic property and is
frequently used as the figure of
merit. Gain is the directivity of
an antenna, less the various loss-
es inherent in it. These include
IR, dielectric, VSWR mis-match,
undesired side lobes, front t o
back ratios and other losses.

Gain Numbers
Our interest is the relative

gain of commercially available
antennas. The common practice
expresses gain in decibels relative
to that of a half wave dipole.
This gain is expressed as dBd,
that is decibels over a dipole.
However this does not hold true
for all those available in the mar-
ket place.

FOI example antenna
brand X is rated as 8.5 dBd.
This is equal to brand H antenna
which is rated as 10.65 dBi [8.5
+ 2.15 = IO.651 Misleading:‘!
To some yes, very misleading!
The worst offense is stating gain
in dB wi thout  reference  to
isotropic or dipole. Maybe it’s
gain over a wet noodle!

ANTENNAS FOR WIRELESS
ALARMS AND DATA

Extend your wireless range up
to 30 miles using Ham-Pro
antennas specifically designed
for 150,450 and 915 MHz.
Spread spectrum and alarm
system rel iabi l i ty is great ly
improved using these Yagi
antennas indoors or outdoors.

Hti~-?RO
A N T E N N A S

6199 B Warehouse Way
Sacramento, CA 95826

(916) 381-4469 l Fax: (916) 381-4332

Consultant’s
c orner

by Gary Mitchell

Company Type

One of the first questions
that a consultant has to answer is
the question of what form the
new company is to take. Typical-
ly, this is either a sole proprietor-
ship, partnership or corporation.
Instead of analyzing the pros and
cons of each one of these, (which
can be found in any business
text), I’ll  just say that if you want
to be taken seriously by clients,
you need to be able to add the
“Inc.” after the name of you1
company. This also has advantag-
es in dealing with suppliers, land-
lords, etc. Also, when you try to
establish credit in your company’s
name, instead of your own, it’s
much easier if your company is
incorporated.

I’ll just say that if you
want to be taken seri-
ously by clients, you
need to be able to a d d
the “Inc.” after the
name of your company.

You can incorporate easily
by just going to an attorney,
paying a small fee (it cost me
$350.00) and then waiting for the
charter to come through from the
state. In some places you can
also purchase do-it-yourself in-
corporation kits, and I would

recommend these in the states
where they are available.

There are some bookkeep-
ing requirements associated with
this, but they are outweighed by
the benefits. It typically means
filing a report once a year with
the state, and filing two extra tax
returns (federal and state).

Networking

I got a call a couple of
days ago from Dan Douglas,
President of Apex Systems, Inc.
of Boulder, CO. Dan saw my
column and called me (like I
asked the rest of you to). He
seems like a good guy, and runs
a very successful company that
specializes in the area of analog
and RF design.

We need to have a
fessional image as
sultants, and Apex
a great job at this.

pro-
con-
does

Dan will also be writing
some articles in the future fol
SSS on some very interesting
subjects, so look for him in these
pages.

Seeing Apex Systems
marketing package brings up an
important point. We need to have
a professional image as consul-
tants, and Apex does a great job
at this. They have a very impres-
sive marketing tool, that consists
of a brochure and a videotape, all
very professionally done. This is
a marked contrast to some guy
who has a faded photocopy of a
six-page resume. Apex is a
first-class company -- they can be
reached at (303) 443-3393.



Product Review

This month’s product re-
view is a little different. Instead
of reviewing a new product, I
will review a not-so-new product
and present a novel application
for it.

The product this month is
the AD-590 Temperature Sensor
from Analog Devices. This de-
vice is a highly-linear current
output temperature sensor that is
inexpensive and operates over a
wide temperature range. Price on
these is $4.69, singles, from
Newark.

The novel application is
using it in an extremely simple
circuit to build a high-accuracy
OCXO. I acquired a handful of
medium-quality OCXOs a while
back. They have a tolerance of
about +/- .5 ppm over a wide
temperature range. They also
have an electrically-tuned trim
port. The really interesting thing
about them, though, is that they
have an almost exactly lineal
frequency vs. temperature curve.
And a very linear tuning port.

Coupling all these factors
together, (the linear frequency vs.
temperature, the temperature
sensor linearity, and the lineal
control ports on the OCXO), I
came up with what I call a TC-
OCXO, shown in the figure be-
low. This is obviously a very
simple, almost trivial, concept.
But the performance of the de-
vice is nothing short of amazing.
Instead of the 1 .O ppm perfor-
mance window of the OCXO, I
n o w h a d  m u c h better
performance. The temperature
tolerance over the -30 to +60
degrees C range was on the order
of +/- lE-8, a factor of fifty
improvement. This is very good

._ _

TUNE
PORT

I -

r----
REFERENCE

o c x o FREQUENCY

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED
ocxo

performance for an inexpensive
OCXO, and the cost is minimal
compared to the normal cost of a
high- quality reference. Consider
this the next time you need a
high-quality reference but don’t
want to spend a bunch of money.

That’s all for now. See
you next time; until then, give me
a call at:

INOVA
RF Systems, Inc.
The Complete RF/Microwave Solution

;_

-RF/Microwave Systems
-Custom Design/Consulting
-Simulation Software
-Synthesizers (PLUDDS)
-Complete Lab/Machine Shop
-TDMNCDMAfSpread  Spectrum

i
1740 Pine Valley Dr. Vienna, VA 22182

(703) 255-2353

Corlsrrltarlts  -- u11y

ji?edbcrck  .fiw Gary?
Drop him or SSS a note or /

n FAX -- Timzks. I

For fun, and to pick up or
unload equipment, check out your
local electronic swap meet. One
of the best ones around is at
Foothill College in Silicon Valley
every second Saturday of the
month starting in March. I went
a couple weeks ago and it was
really interesting.

We decided to get there
early, 5 AM. I am not much of
a morning person so this wasn’t
exactly my idea of a good time.
I was still trying to park my truck
when people were jumping in the
back going through my stuff.
They all had flashlights and HT’s
(handy talkies, 2 meter ham radio
walkie talkies). They were
telling their friends to come look.
I had sold most of my good stuff
before the sun came up. Literally
everything else I brought was
gone by 10 AM. I picked up a

x Spread  Spectrum Scene -- First Arrtiwrsctry  Issue April, 1993



good Ungar solder station for
There was another

t r a d e  s h o w  i n  S a n  jose,
month. This one comes
month after Mobile ‘93 and

$15.
RF
last
one

only
two months after the Wireless
Symposium. I don’t think the low
turnout had to do with a lack of
interest in RF, but just how many
shows does an industry need in
the same town, in three months’!

I took the course, Filters
and Matching Networks  by
Randall Rhea of Eagleware. It
was excellent. He was able to
cover a huge amount of material
in this short course. I am trying
to justify buying his software
package and to use what 1 learned.

I spent a lot of time at the
show and 1 have to hand it to ail
the guys who man the booths. 1
am always looking for a fresh deal
on test equipment. I found an in-
teresting Sweep/Signal Generator
made by Dorado Internat ional
Corp., Seattle, WA (see their ad
on the back cover). My main in-
terest is in the G4-196 that covers
2 - 8 GHz. It offers some nice
feature but, its phase noise and
stability specs aren’t outstanding.
However, its price is $29001

Information overload is the
cover story in this issue. This
saturation/overload has been a real
problem for me. With at least
four good magazines devoted to
RF issues plus EDN, Elwtr-orzic
De.vign,  newsletters, data sheets,
etc., there is a ton of information
to assimilate. There is no way 1
have the time to read all of this
stuff, ever. One way to keep up
to date is read this news magazet-
te. The other is to look at the
material as soon as it arrives and
then get rid of it. 1 give myself
one day to scan through it, circle
the bingo card numbers, then 1 rip

“It saps here if 1 subscribe to lhis magazine. they’ll send me a free desklop  calculator.
Desklopcalculalor?!! Whooaa-where  hnvc I hccn?!?

out the really good articles for
future reference and throw the rest
away. Don’t start a stack of things
to “look at later,” you may bury
yourself.

We could all save time if.
the manufacturers would simply
tell us pricing, availability and
provide samples. Maxim does a
pretty good job of doing this. 1
really dislike this availability/price
game.

1 am amazed at the number
of semiconductor companies that
are supposedly producing RF
chips. When you get right down
to it, 1 suspect many of the parts
don’t exist except on paper. Pre-
liminary data sheets and product
announcements are an easy way to
for them to judge the market po-
tential. When samples are avail-
able you know it’s really a pr-od-
uct.

Recently 1 found an ideal
SAW filter for a design from
Fu_jitsu.  The price from the distrib-
utor was good. 1 went ahead and
laid out the PC board to accept
the part. Guess what, the original
distributor doesn’t carry Fujitsu any

more and all other sources are
more expensive! Is this highway
robbery or what‘!

1 was holding out for
SAW devices to create some solu-
tions for battery powered high fre-
quency designs. I had read an
article about how RFM of Dallas,
TX had created some unique
SAW delay lines for a super-re-
generative receiver design at 900
MHz. 1 saw them at the show and
even went to their seminar. They
must have problems because most
of the parts don’t even exist. At
this point, it looks like this tech-
nology is destined to be garage
door opener level and not a real
contender for the PCS market. I
received a letter from Webb Labs
concerning the delay in delivery
of the software I was promised at
their receiver design workshop at
the Wireless Show. To make a
long story short, it’s in the mail.
The whole thing was poorly man-
aged, but 1 will reserve final judg-
ment on the results of Webb’s en-
hanced program. It should be
here any day . . . . . .



International Scene

l Something like ten European
semiconductor firms are readying
chips for the worldwide market
of PCN/PCS. The table below
highlights some of the many
standat-ds  being foisted upon us
around the world. The USA is
far behind the rest of the model-n
world in this regard -- IEEE 802-
.l 1 is still years away and even
WinForum can’t meet its own
interim deadlines for an interop-
erability standard. The US has
adopted AMPSNAMPS  and is
still fighting it out over CDMA

‘and SS use for the long awaited
PCS service -- will it e~vr hup-
pen?

r--------------  ---~~ ~--- --- -W IRELESS BANDWAGON TRAVELS THE GLOBE

Ever thought ahout  the FCC
Part 04, 31 to 31.3 GHz band
f o r  y o u r  P C S  o r  Wireless
LAN/MAN? Thr FCC has
opened  up the technical rcquirc-
ments in this band  and you can
use as much as SO milliwatts
transmitter power and a 3X dB
gain antenna.

I l LATE BREAKING NEWS --
Stanford Telecom announces
sample quantities of its New
Single Chip Wireless Signal
Processor, The STEL-2000.
The first silicon prototypes of the
STEL-2000 digital, fast acquisi-
tion, spread spectrum communi-
cations processor have arrived

Washington Scene from the foundry and are being
evaluated. Preliminary results

0 The Emerging Telecommuni- indicate that the device performs
cations Act of 1993, H.R. 707, according to specification. Sam-
has passed the House of Repre- ples will soon be available for
sentatives. This bill requires the Beta-site use.
Federal Govemment to release The STEL-2000 is a sin-
200 MHz for commercial use to gle CMOS ASTC device which
foster new communications tech- performs all the digital processing
nologies in the private sector. At functions required to implement
least 180 MHz of this new spec- the baseband functions of a fast
trum must be below 5 GHz. acquisition direct sequence,
The Senate version of the bill, S. spread spectl-urn, radio link.
335, includes specific protections Capable of transmission in BPSK
for the Amateur Service that the or QPSK modes, it operates at 10
ARRL actively sought during  the MChips  per second in transmit
last session of Congress. Action and receive modes.
awaits a conference committee’s A proprietary acquisition
attention. technology is used in the STEL-
0 The wonderful FCC, in all its 2000 that permits acquisition of
wisdom, (still without a chairper- bursts of data with a single pre-
son and missing two other com- amble, making the modem ex-
missioners) has done us another tremely efficient when operating
significant “dirty trick,” Last with short bursts, thereby mini-
month the FCC issued an NR~PM mizing loss of data. All parame-
(Notice of Proposed Rule Mak- ters in the device are fully pro-
ing) asking for comments on the grammable, allowing it to operate
subject of selling at auction, 01 over a wide range of conditions,
by lottery, licenses in our 902- in a large number of applications
928 ISM band (also a Ham that include: Wireless LANs,
band). They proposed that the wireless point-of-sale terminals
importance of Vehicle Location and inventory control systems.
Services and other new radio Hatch Graham, VP and
services should have a licensed General Manager of STel’s  ASIC
priority over unlicensed opera- and Custom Products Division, is
tions in this frequency range. the person to call for more infor-
They must be feeling the 1993 mation or samples:
budget pinch, and are still follow-
ing the past Republican adminis- Stanford Tclccom,  Inc.

tration’s mandate that they should ASIC & Custom Products Division
Tel: 40%74H-1010  F A X :  40X-9%0-1066

generate revenue.
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/
by Matthew Johnson
and Randy Roberts

The DSP column is back,
but before we fulfill our promis-
es to our dear readers (including
coverage of MUSE HDTV, etc.),
we will cover some late breaking
news. We will also indicate an-
other project that we will com-
plete -- the SSS DSP Project.
This project is an assembly of
off-the-shelf DSP components
for state of the art SS develop-
ment.

The recent announcement
of Stanford Telecom’s STEL-
2000 may just take all of the
“fun” out of DSP system develo-
pment for SS. If this new ASIC
does anything like what it prom-
ises to do and is readily available
at a reasonable price, then there
goes customized code and gener-
al purpose DSPs for SS systems!
We hope to get our hands on
one or two of these chips very
soon so we can really see what it
will do.

Two new DDS (Direct
Digital Synthesizer) devel-
opment/evaluation boards have
also recently come to our atten-
tion. The first is Analog Devic-
es $200 DDS DAC Evaluation
Kit, announced in recent Elec-
tronic Design issues. We or-
dered the board from Newark
using VISA, but are still waiting

for delivery. This board and its
components are breakthroughs in
speed ‘and performance, as we
will see when SSS actually gets
the Kit.

Another recent DDS dev-
elopment/evaluationboard, using
the cheaper QUALCOMM DDS
chip, is available for about $150
from NOVATECH  in Seattle.
We have interfaced this little
board to an 803 1 microcontroller
and are using it to generate real-
ly fast (chip rate speeds) fre-
quency hop signals at frequen-
cies up to about 10 MHz. While
about one fifth the speed of the
Analog Devices DDS, this DDS
is very inexpensive, readily
available and can easily be
mixed up to any desired operat-
ing frequency with image reject
mixers and some discrete analog
filtering.

On the subject of Analog
Devices, a new DSP develop-
ment board, using an 8 bit PC
bus, for the ADSP-2 105 (or at
slightly higher cost, the ADSP-
2 101) is available from Lewis
Electronics in Gainesville, Flori-
da. The ATHENA GROUP also
distributes this great little prod-
uct, It is available, in minimum
configuration for about $150 and
with a full 8 K of RAM/ROM
and a 100 kBps A/D and D/A is
still only about $250. The board
comes with some demo pro-
grams and can be used with
most code generators or C com-
pilers for the 2105 / 2101 family
of DSP chips. Analog Devices
simulator and cross assemblei
software also make complete, but
rather pricey development tools
for this inexpensive board.

So now we’ve all got lot’s
more tools and toys to play with

I

__ is there anything significant

we can do with them? You bet
there is! See our feature on the
PIC RISC microprocessor based
PN gene ra to r  and sliding
correlator  in this issue. With it
and some very simple DSP tricks
for coding, decoding, filtering
and, for good measure, a DDS,
we could design an impressive
SS LAN or digital voice / cord-
less telephone system using SS.
The tools are there, the chips are
there, the prices are reasonable
and if these things are really
available, we can get to work on
our off-the-shelf DSP SS project.

Have you seen the DSP
Applications journal? It is a
very well done little monthly,
that picks up where we leave off
in level of erudition and level of
detail:

Look for more details in
coming months and look for our
wrap up of MUSE HDTV, next
month.

Resources:

Analog Devices,  Inc.
One Technology Way

Norwood, MA 02062-9106
PIeuse cull your locul distributor for

price un$ delilteiy  irffhwution.

Lewis Electronics, Inc.
4609 NW 6th St., #B5
Gainesville, FL 32609
TEL: 904-371-2567
FAX: 904-3775844

DSP Applications
Golden Gate Enterprises  Inc.

P. 0. Box 428
Los Altos, CA 94023
TEL: 415-969-6920
FAX. 415-969-0222. .

NOVATECH  INSTRUMENTS
1530 Eastlake Avenue E, Suite 303

Seattle, WA 98102
TEL: 206-328-6902
FAX: 206-328-6904

April, lYY3
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APEX ADVICE

by Dan Douglas, President,
Apex Systems, Inc.

Have you ever found
yourself in the middle of an RF
design project and thought you
were in control? The transmitter
puts out the maximum power
allowed by the law. The receiver
has that ingenious low noise
amplifier you developed. Every
oscillator is temperature stabilized
and optimized for low phase
noise. The IF frequencies have
been selected and every filter
meets your gain, phase, and
group delay requirements.

The only problem is
your customer doesn’t
think in terms of bit
error rate -- his or her
specification states clear-
‘Y, “the received hta
will have 110 errors.”

Data synchronization and detec-
tion are working perfectly. You
know for a fact that your system
will achieve a bit error rate of IO-
” under optimum conditions and
10e6  under worst case conditions
because the computer simulations
agree perfectly with the measure-
ments. The only problem is your
customer doesn’t think in terms of
bit error rate -- his or her specifi-
cation states clearly, “the ret-
eiraeci  dutu rrill have no errors.”

(5) transmit an acknowledgement
code from the receiver to the
transmitter

(6) if an error was detected return
to step 3

(7) return to step 1 and continue
the process until all of the data is
received correctly

You need an error control
strategy, which is the subject for
the first two months of Apex
Advice. The first strategy, Errol
Detection and Retransmission
(EDR) is implemented as follows:

( 1) break up the data to be trans-
mitted into blocks

If the block size is too
small, the data rate will be re-
duced because of the overhead
associated with the error detec-
tion bits and the time necessary
to receive the acknowledgment
code. If the block size is too
high, retransmissions will be fre-
quent and again the data through-
put rate will be reduced. The
block failure rate is given by the
formula:

(2) add error detection bits to
each block

BFR=l-(1  -BER)8n  (1)

(3) transmit the block
where:

(4) in the receiver check the
/ block for errors

BFR is the Block Failure
Rate,

MAXIMUM BYTES PER BLOCK vs BER

B I T  E R R O R  R A T E  (EERI

+ BFR  - 5 0 % t BFR  - 1 0 % t BFR - 5 %

-c BFR  - 1 % -6 BFR  - 0 . 5 % -E-  BFR - 0 . 1 %

_.

BER is the Bit Error Rate,
and
N is the Number of bytes
in each block.

Solve for n to get

n = Ml -BFR)
Sln(1  -BFR)

(2)

which is plotted in Figure 1 to
help you select the block size.

An effective error detect-
ion scheme must detect most of
the errors, add a minimum num-
ber of redundancy bits and be
easy to use. Cyclic Redundancy

12
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Codes (CRCs) satisfy all these
requirements. The redundancy
bits, which are added to each
data block, force the remainder to
be zero when the block is divided
by the CRC polynomial. The
process is illustrated using integer
arithmetic.

If we define:
M = the message
D = the divisor
R = the remainder.

Example: with M = 537938 and
D = 4999; multiply M by 10000.

M’ = 5379380000
R = 1091

Then add D - R to M’:
M” = 5379383908
R” zz 0
Transmit the value

5379383908. The receiver di-
vides the incoming message by
D. If the remainder is 0, it is
assumed no error occurred. The
probability of an error going
undetected is l/D = 114999.

Two polynomials designed
and tested for error detection are:
CRC-CCITT: h(x) = x’~ + xl2
+ x5 + 1; and CRC-32: h(x) =
x?Z + x26 + x23 +  x12 + Xlh + xll +

xl’ + X’O + x8 + x’ + x5 + x4 + x1

+x+ 1.
The CRC-CCITT code has

the following properties:

( 1) Detects all occurrences of an
odd number of bits in error.

(2) Detects all single-bit, double-
bit, and triple-bit errors if the
total block length is
4096 bytes.

(3) Detects any single
shorter than 17 bits.

less than

burst error

(4) Detects 99.99695% of all sin-

UPPER BOUNDS ON FAILURE OF CRC-CCITT
TO DETECT ERRORS vs BER

r.. ~_
I

_I.~__--
1 E-01 1 E-02 1 E-03 1 E-04 1 E-05 1 E-06 1 E-07 1 E-06

BIT ERROR RATE (BER)

- 6 4 -I- 126 - 2 5 6

- 5 1 2 z- 1024

_ _.
Figure 2: Note block sixc is given in bytes.

gle burst errors exactly
length.

17 bits in

(5) Detects 99.99847% of all pos-
sible single burst errors greatet
than 17 bits in length.

(6) The fraction of all possible
errors that go undetected is
0.00 153%.

The 2nd and 6th property
were combined to develop uppet
bounds on Pfcl, the probability of
failing to detect an error, for the
CRC-CCITT. The results are
plotted in Figure 2.

Dctcctor,  h(x) = xl6 + x1’ + x5 + 1

The 32-bit code detects all
burst errors shorter than 33 bits
in length. The fraction of all
possible errors not detected is
2.3E-10.

I recommend Campbell’s
book (see Reference) for a good
software implementation of the
CRC calculations. A circuit for
implementing CRC-CCITT in
both the transmitter and the re-
ceiver is given in Figure 3. Each
circle with a ‘+’ is an exclusive-or
gate. Each unlabeled square is a
shift register stage.

is:
The transmitter algorithm

(1) Clear the shift register.

(2) With Sl in the upper position
and GATE 2 open, shift the data
into the circuit and simultaneous-
ly out of the output.

(3) Close GATE 2 and set Sl to
the lower position.

(4) Shift the contents of the shift
register out. These are the CRC
bits.

Next nlonth: the receive
alpritlitn  atlri more!

StaJ’  t14necl  . . .

--
April, 1YY3
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PART 15 DATA COMMUNICATIONS
Total RF Product Development

Founded in 1986, and with over 70
years of combined experience in

Electronic Design, APEX SYSTEMS is
your source for total Part 15 Data
Communication Development.

C-~~~~f=I x~r’l=~fl. .

NASA l 3M l Polaroid l Digital
Equipment l Kodak l SERl l US West
l Ampex l StorageTek  l University of
Southern California l lomega l

l Spread Spectrum Systems
l Portable, Low Power, Small Size
l Battery Operated Designs

For a FREE video and information
highlighting some of our Part 15
design projects, check below and FAX
to: 303-443-4974  or call: 3034433393.

0 Yes, please send FREE VIDEO.

0 Please add my name to your
newsletter mailing list.

c? Please have ENGINEER CALL.
l RF Identification Devices
l Intelligent RF&Embedded Controllers
l Frequency Synthesizers
l Digital Signal Processing

2400 CENTRAL AVE., SUITE A . BOULDER, CO 80301 . PH. (303)  443-3393 l FAX (303)  443-4974

A GaAs MMIC
TRANSCEIVER FOR
2.4 GHz WIRELESS

LAN APPLICATIONS

by the Scientific Staff of GEC-
Marconi Materials Technology
Limited, Caswell, Towcester,
Northants NN12 8EQ

Introduction
The Industrial, Scientific

and Medical (ISM) frequency
bands include the frequency
range 2.4 - 2.483 GHz.  In the
USA, unlicensed operation using
spread spectrum modulation at a
t r a n s m i t t e r  power of 1W is
permitted on this band. This
paper describes a transmit/receive
front end for a 2.4 GHz wireless
communications transceiver, the
entire circuit of which has been
integrated onto a single  GaAs
Microwave Monolithic Integrated
Circuit (MMIC). The 3.3 mm x
5.2 mm chip, is available in an
SSOP28 style plastic package. A
low receive current of 30 mA
from a +5V supply and a standby
current of less than 0.5 mA,

make this an ideal component for
battery powered operation.

Transceiver Architecture
A block diagram of the

complete transceiver is shown in
figure 1 (on the next page). The
circuit can be switched between
receive, transmit and standby
states. In receive mode, input
signals are down converted to
differential IF signals. Although
designed specifically for the 2.4-
2 .5  GHz  band,  RF s ignals
between 1.9 GHz and 2.6 GHz
could be utilized. The off-chip
filters can be selected for the
band of interest.

In transmit mode, the 1F
input signal, either balanced or
single ended, is between 200
MHz and 500 MHz. The IF
input is up convened to a single
ended signal at the RF frequency.
The circuit has been designed to
provide a constant output power
for a wide range of IF signal
levels. A switched attenuator has
been included to allow a 10 dB
step in the output power level.

The frequency of the

vco, and hence the IF
frequency, is se lected by
appropriate choice of an off-chip
resonator. Local oscillator
frequencies of between 1.4 GHz
and 2.7 GHz are available. A
diversity switch has also been
included to allow antenna
selection. DC supply to the chip
is +5v and -5v, with
c o m p l e m e n t a r y OVI-5v
switching. The -5V supply takes
less than 0.5 mA of current,
r e g a r d l e s s  o f transceiver
operating mode. Typical current
requirements from the +5V
supply are 30 mA in receive
mode and 20 mA in transmit
mode. A standby state is also
available and requires a current
of less than 0.5 mA.

In addi t ion  to the
complete transceiver chip, all of
the subcircuits have been
manufactured as individually
measurable components. The
design and measured performance
of these subcircuits is described
below. The  circuits were realized
on the standard GMMT F20
GaAs MMIC process.
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Subcircuit Design and
Measurements

LNA -- The LNA has a gain of
17.5 db +/- 0.5 dB from 2 to 3
GHz. It has a noise figure of 2.5
dB at 2.4 GHz and a return loss
of better than I3 dB.
Switches -- The T/R and
diversity switches all use simple
series mounted FETs. The
measured “on” insertion loss is
typically 0.7 dB, while isolation
is 20 dB.
Mixers -- A quad ring of zero
biased FETs was used to realize
a balanced conductance mixer.
v c o -- A Clapp type Voltage
Controlled Oscillator with both
an on chip inductor/capacitor 01
an off chip coaxial resonator is
used in the transceiver design.
VCO Balun -- A common gate
and a common source stage are
used to provide an equal
amplitude split with 180 degrees
phase diffesence.
RF Balun -- The RF balun is
similar to the VCO balun but
i m p l e m e n t e d  a t  a higher
frequency.
Buffer Amplifier -- A high
isolation, small single finger FET
is used to provide some 40 dB of
isolation.
Differential Amplifier -- The
two stage differential amplifiers
use low gain, well matched,
actively biased amplifiers.
Pre-Amplifier -- A resistively
matched, low gain stage is used
as the Transmit preamplifier.
Power Amplifier -- A two stage,
23 dB gain amplifier is used as
the transmitter output stage.
Switched Attenuator -- A 10 dB
switched resistive attenuator is
used for power control.

Transceiver Measurements
Measurements have been

L

Figure 1: P3S-4701  Block Diagram.

made on the complete transceiver
chip. These were made on an
unpackaged device in a special
purpose jig. The output power
level is -12 dBm with a phase
noise of -122 dBc/Hz at 1 MHz
off carrier. This signal is used to
drive the phased lock loop of the
transmit/receive circuit.

The receiver’s conversion
gain and double sideband noise
figure versus IF frequency was
measured for a fixed LO
frequency of 2.035 GHz  with the
IF varying from 50 MHz to 500
MHz. A slight roll off with
increasing IF frequency is a result
of on-chip IF path losses and the
off-chip balun used to combine
the differential 1F signal
developed by the chip.

The power transfer
characteristic through the power
amplifier, attenuator and T/R
switch chain has been measured.
A 1 dB compression point of
+18.5 dBm with  a  sa turated
output power capability of +21
dBm was demonstrated. We
also measured the gain versus
frequency through the entire

transmit chain from the
differential IF input to the T/R
common port output with the LO
frequency fixed at 2.0 - 35GHz.
It showed a gain of 38 dB +/- 1

dB for IF frequencies between
200 MHz and 500 MHz.

Conclusions
A single chip GaAs

transceiver to cover the 2.40 -
2.48 GHz  ISM band has been
described. Receive gain is 13 dB
with differential IF outputs and a
double sideband noise figure of 4
dB. Current consumption in the
receive mode is just 30 mA from
a +5V supply. A standby mode
is available with a current
consumption of less than 0.5 mA.
The transmit mode offers a
constant output power level
switchable by 10 dB,  for a large
range of IF input levels. These
features combine to give a
component which is ideally suited
to spread spectrum Wireless LAN
applications. Contact Daico at
310-631-l 143 for more
information on GEC-Marconi
products in the USA.
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Technical Tricks

About Correlators

(A Never Ending Suga?)

Last month we presented
some ideas about delay lock and
tau dither circuits for sliding
coxelators.  We also discussed
parallel and hybrid digital correl-
ators. This month we will dis-
cuss some correlation basics and
show some detailed issues that
must be addressed when imple-
menting cot-relators. We also hini
at how to build that “nifty” hy-
brid digital correlator.

Figure 2: Another Don Lancrstcr
correlator concept.

: /

’ 1 he
. I di

The basic definition oj
mathematical correlation is the
integral:

One of the problems in-
xent in the implementation of
gital correlator circuiti-y,  is that
e correlator’s ideal triangular
tape usually gets digitized as
iown in figure 3.

G(7) =jEf(l)f(l - r) dt

: I Sk

j le
Another real world prob-

m is time sidelobes and pool

Don Lancaster in the Au I

gust 1992 issue of Electronic.
Now showed that correlation car
be performed in the three differ
ent ways shown in figures 1 ant
2.

I
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Figure 1: Don Lancaster’s
Corrclator ideas..__.._-..  ~. .-.
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Figure 3: The ideal triangle is
digitixd in the real world..____ ..-. ___~~ .
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Figure 4: Time sidelobes in
correlation functions.

choices of PN codes. Figure 4
shows what these can look like.

So now you know some
of the real world limitations of
correlators.  You may ask--how
bad are these effects‘! You may
also ask--al-e there other effects
that must be accounted for? The
answers to these questions are
not a simple yes or no. First,
you may need to model all the
imperfections,quantizationerrors,
noise and code effects before you
really know how bad they are.
Second, other imperfections can
creep into your design. The
foremost among these other ef-
fects is the effect of bandlimiting
on the shape of the correlation
tl-iangle.  In most cases, some RF
or IF bandpass filtering is used in
any real world transmitter or
receiver. This rounds out the
peak of the correlation triangle,
loses a little correlation gain and
spreads out/rounds out the sharp
corners of the correlation function
near the baseline. Other prob-
lems to watch out for are in-chip
multipath signals and intersymbol
interference.

All this sounds complicat-
ed -- doesn’t it? Well that’s part
of ‘what keeps us SS consultants
busy. It’s not really so bad if you

_ _ .-.. ._._~~  -
April, lYY3



use TESLA or COMDISCO
communications block diagram
analysis and system modeling
tools. TESLA is a PC based
tool widely used for electronic
system modeling and optimiza-
tion. COMDISCO has an ex-
pensive, workstation-basedpack-
age that does everything but
wash the dishes. It is a super
package, but it costs an arm and
a leg!

Figure 5 shows how to
build an analog “parallel”
correlator. You might use a
SAW device or a CCD shift reg-
ister for this scheme. It is essen-
tially an analog perfectly matched
filter for the PN code being trans-
mitted. The output sum can be
fed to a threshold circuit (a
comparator) to mark the time
occurrence of synchronization.
Once correlation sync is
obtained, the tracking function
(delay lock or tau-dither) can be
initiated and you are now ready
to demodulate the data that fol-
lows the unmodulated “sync
preamble.”

An all-digital, baseband
version of the “matched Eilter”
correlation detector is shown in
figure 6. This scheme is also
implemented at baseband and re-

coded
bqhase
anput
SIgnal

Figure 5: Anslol: “Matched Filter” corrciator concept.
I

i quires a few changes before it’s a j receiver’s IF. This requires sam-
~ practical scheme that can be used i pling  the IF signal at a rate equal
I for real world SS communica- to, or above, the PN clock.

tions. Specifically, this correla- See how you might do
tion should be done on I and Q ~ that hybrid correlator yet? M o r e
(quadrature) components of the j next month.

I

Input input shift register
signal
plus 123 l . .

noise

I

Stored
I

reference 1 2 3  0.. ”

Reference shift register

I

Figure 6: Baseband  all-digital “Parallel” corrclator concept.
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Editor181  from page 5 --

While I’m on the soapbox, I think
1’11  share some of the secrets of
our success, during the last year,
with you.

First -- don’t start a news-
letter, it’s a heck of a lot of work!
Seriously, SSS has certainly
helped our consulting business,
RF/SS.  But SSS is getting to be
nearly a half time job now and
that’s cutting into our billable
hours. So if you start a newslet-
ter -- don’t try too hard on it,
otherwise your other business
interests may suffer!

Second, read Don Lancas-
ter’s book The Incredible Secret
Monq Muchine, second edition
(By the way it’s reviewed on
page 26 of this issue). While I
didn’t do this before I started
RF/SS or SSS, Don and I seem
to be on the same wavelength
and think in parallel directions.
My own personal business philos-
ophy is very much like Don’s --
but developed empirically and
independently through my own
school of hard knocks and mis-
takes made in the bad old days.

Third, get very busy and
stay very busy. If you don’t have
a client or a job or any other way
of gainfully supporting yourself,

then simply invent stuff to do. / you’ll never make it!
Not just busy work or ham pro-
jects though! You must actively
seek out opportunities and pro-
mote yourself, your professional
image, your capabilities and most
of all, cultivate your contacts
(read: your own personal support
network). Don’t go to school or
take a course in some neglected
or long forgotten skill -- make
the most of what you are and
what you’ve already got.

Finally, and probably most
importantly -- take a long hard
look at yourself in a mirror in the
most revealing light that you can
muster. What are your goals,
ambitions, desires, retirement
plans, finances, skills, personal
strengths, personal weaknesses
and what can you do with this
bag of tricks that is you‘? Don’t
forget to assess what you like to
do -- that’s very important -- be-
cause you will most likely be
good at whatever it is. Use this
self-assessment period to set real-
istic, written plans, goals and
objectives for yourself. As time
goes by monitor your progress
against those written plans. The
major point is very simple: get
and sta3) .fimi.wi -- otherwise

Good luck in your en-
deavors, whatever they may be,
dear reader. Now you know
some of the things that have
worked for us -- maybe you can
learn from my recent experiences.

In closing this first anni-
versary editorial, let me make a
few announcements. Number
one -- please look at our newest
column from Apex, I think you’ll
really enjoy it and learn from it.
Number two -- please let us
know how you like our new for-
mat and breadth of coverage.
Thanks to our advertisers, we are
able to bring a pretty good sized
issue tg you this month. Number
three -- look for some SSS pub-
lications to be published soon by
Tiare Publications of Lake Gene-
va, Wisconsin. Gerry Dexter,
President, has made arrangements
with us to print App. Note #l
and the 1992 Anthology.

Our final reminder --
renewal time is coming up for
most readers -- please don’t
forget us. During April and
May you can save $10, by using
the card on pages 17 and 18.

I I

Cut along this line  for wail back card.

The Wireless, PCS/PCN and Advanced Digital Communications Monthly News Magazine
SSS is the only publication devoted exclusively to the art axd
science of Spread Spectrum Digital Communications. Dedicated
to the Spread Spectrum Professional, this acclaimed journal

provides: NEWS - ARTICLES - FEATURES;
HARDWARE - SOFTWARE

APPLICATIONS - DEVELOPMENTS - PRODUCTS
SUBSCRIBE NOW to the Primary Source for the Latest News
and Information on the Growth, Regulation, and Opportunities
in this Emerging Science and $30 Billion Tnd~~sn-y.

APRIL/MAY SPECIAL--Save $10 Off Regular Rate
One Year/l2 Issues: $39.95 US ($60 International)
q JNew Subscription cl Renewal Ll Senior*
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Complete Entry on Reverse. Card Exp :
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I &
I-~Nibbles C? Bits

l A select group of Walnut
Creek, CA residents are getting a
chance to try out the latest PCS
devices fi-om  Telesis Technology
Laboratories, a Pacific Telesis
subsidiary that is conducting the
largest of 13 authorized Bay Area
consumer tests. Under an exper-
imental authorization from the
FCC, new gadgets are being
loaned to participants. Said to
cost as little as $100 when they
get to production, these PCS
pocket phones are probably using
the latest SS CDMA technology.

I
l Stanford Telecommunications,
Inc. of Santa Clara, CA has an-
nounced full production of its
STEL-9230 Digital PSK demod-
ulator assembly. The STEL-9230
pe r fo rms  BPSK,  cohe ren t
DBPSK and QPSK demodulation.
Working at an IF of 70 MHz and
measuring only 5 by 6.5 inches.
The unit has an AGC range of 30
dB and includes all symbol and
carrier tracking functions, as well
as demod and error correction.
Data rates range from 9.6 kBps
to 5 12 kBps in QPSK. Small
quantities of this “super” board
are available for only $4300
each.
0 The July 1992 issue of Tdesis
from BNR is a real collector’s
item on PCS. Contact: Dave
Salbourn, TEL: 6 13-763-2008 01
FAX: 6 13-765-2520.
0 Send us your news briefs or
clippings for insertion here.

SEVEN RULES
OF TECHNICAL WRITING

1
2
2
3
4
5
6
7

You can’t tell what it is until it is.
Never &invent the wheel.
When in doubt, leave it out.
Never tell them what isn’t there.
Never modularize the book parts.
No compound sentences.
No personal pronouns.
No articles.

BREAK THE INFORMATION
GRIDLOCK! Dr DOCUMENT
WILL SHOW YOU HOW.

Phone/FAX 510527-8736

Announcing:
The 1992 Spread Spectrum Scene AnthoIogy

Volume 1. Number 1 (April) through Number 8 (November/December)

Application Note #2
Pre-Print  Edition

Over 180 pages - Fully
Indexed - With New Intro-
ductions and the gull text
of everything published in

SSS in 1992!

Only $17.95 plus $3.00  S B H
Order Yours Todas?

Spread Spectrum Scene
800~524+285
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Proxinr ‘s RurtgeLAN/PCMCIA -- I&
,firsf  wireless LAN uduptcr  I/LsigncJ to
jit the TYPE II PCMCIA (Persnrwl
Computer Merrrnry Curd Ir~terttatinnul
Associutinn)  I/O curd sockets tlrut ure
hecniiiirlg increusirrg(l~ poprrlur  in new

Iuptop,  nntehonk urd pulnltop  cunrprct-

ers.

PROXIM SHIPPING THE
INDUSTRY’S FIRST

PCMCIA
WIRELESS LAN ADAPTER

RangeLANiPCMClA  Provides
Mobile Computer Users

With Instant, Wireless LAN
Connection

Mountain View, Calif., March 29,
1993 -- Proxim, Inc., the 9 year old
supplier of wireless networking
products, today announced that it
has begun shipping its Range
LAN/PCMCIA wireless LAN
adapter.

RangeLAN/PCMClA  i s  t h e
first wireless LAN adapter designed
to fit the specification of the TYPE
II PCMCIA (Personal Computet
Memory Card International Associ-

zrr

New Products

ation) I/O card sockets that are be- RangeLAN provides users with
coming increasingly popular in new three full channels that effectively
laptop, notebook and palmtop com- triple the available bandwidth. This
puters. According to PCMCIA’s approach to wireless networking en-
forecasts, more than four million ables users to have three indepen-
mobile PCs with integrated PCM- dent wireless LANs in the same
CIA slots will be shipped by 1995. physical space and provides a signif-

Providing a true wireless net- icantly higher interference immunity
working solution, RangeLAN/PC- than other wireless technologies. In
MCIA is the only wireless LAN addition, RangeLAN also features a
adapter that enables mobile comput- highly reliable signal reception that
er users to coniniunicate with exist- provides a consistent data rate over
ing wired client/server networks or the entire range.
to instantly set up a peer-to-peel “Now, the portable computer
LAN between mobile PCs. Proxim user can function as part of a cli-
provides  RangeLAN drivers fat ent/server environment or coniniuni-
most popular LAN operating sys- cate on a peer-to-peer basis with
tems including Novell NetWare 3x, other computers for critical applica-
NetWare Lite and Microsoft Win- tions such as E-mail, printer sharing,
dows For Workgroups. terminal emulation, and file transfer

“The PCMCIA slot offers without a wired connection,” said
today’s serious mobile computer uset David King, Proxim’s vice president
the first truly wireless LAN connec- ofMarketing. “RangeLAN/PCMClA
tion,” said Rick Heller,  president also provides new networking solu-
and CEO of Proxini. “With Range- tions for vertical markets such as
LAN/PCMCIA just about anyone retail, medical and manufacturing
can now gain convenient wireless where the need for mobile comput-
access to their server, desktop OI ing is paramount.”
another portable.” Suggested retail price for Ran-

“We have used RangeLANiPC- geLAN/PCMClA  is $595.  In a d d i -
MCJA to demonstrate the benefits of tion, RangeLAN adapters are avail-
wireless computing using Microsoft able in several form factors includ-
Windows for Workgroups and Mic- ing RangeLANIJSA for servers and
rosoft Windows for Pen Coniput- desktop PCs, $495;  RangeLAN/LT
ing,” said Richard Tong, director of for Compaq notebooks, $S9S;  and,
Windows Marketing, Microsoft Cor- RangeLAN/Parallel,  for connections
poration. ‘We’ve been impressed to the printer port of any PC, $595.
with RangeLANiPCMClA  and be- RangeLAN/ISA  for desktop PCs and
lieve it will play a key role in ex- servers began shipping in early
panding the power and value of 1992, with RangeLANILT  for Com-
mobile computing with Windows.” paq J)ortables  released in the sum-

All RangeLAN wireless net- mer of 1992. Contact:
work adapters use spread spectrum
radio frequency technology that,
unlike conventional radio frequen- #

p r o x i m
cies, does not require end-user Fed-
eral Coniniunication Coniniission Proxini, Inc.
(FCC) licensing. It has an in-build- 295  North  Bernardo Avenue
ing range of 300 to 500 feet and an Mountain View, CA 94043
800 to 1,000 foot range outdoors 01 Tel: (4 IS) 960-l 930
in warehouse-type environments. Fax: (415)  964-5181
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The new Magnetic  Products  S h o r t
F o r m  c a t a l o g  for 1003 offcrcd  by
Philips Components.

PHILIPS COMPONENTS
INTRODUCES MAGNETIC
PRODUCTS SHORT FORM

CATALOG ‘93

RIVIERA BEACH, FL - Philips
Components has prepared the
new Magnetic Products Short
Form Catalog for 1993 containing
condensed specifications on all
Ferrite Materials, Pot Cores,
Square Cores, Toroid Cores, E,U,
and I Cores, EC Cores and ETD
Cores.

This 24-page short form
catalog is designed to serve as a
quick reference guide for design
engineers and purchasing agents
looking for general electrical data
to conform to their applications.
The catalog lists general specifi-
cations on RM Cores (solid cen-
ter), Pot Cores, T type Pot cores,
solid center Pot Cores, PQ Cores,
E, EC, ETD, EFD, EP and U&l
Cores and Toroidal Cores. Other
literature and reference materials
are listed in the back. To receive

New Products

information on bobbins and hard-
ware including shielding beads,
chokes rods, and tubes, call the
local Philips Components sales
office listed on the back cover.
Philips Components Discrete
Products Division is a division of
North American Philips Corpora-
tion, a wholly-owned subsidiary
o f  N . V . Phi l ips  in the
Netherlands. To receive a copy of
the Magnetic Products Short
Form Catalog 93, contact Philips
Components, Technical Literature
Center, 200 1 W. Blue Heron
Blvd., Riviera Beach, FL 33404
or call: 1 800-447-3762 or (407)
8s l-3200 and ask for PCO60.

PHILIPS COMPONENTS
INTRODUCES THREE NEW

NTC SENSORS SERIES

MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS -
Philips Components introduces
three new series o f  NTC
long-leaded temperature sensors.

Featuring long PCV leads,
the new NTC temperature sensors
series 2338 6409 features three
different lead-ends including
standard, sleeve encapsulated, and
solid brass tube encapsulated
executions. The sensors have
excellent humidity endurance and
operate accurately in a wide tem-
perature range from -40°C to
80°C. They are ideal for refriger-
ation and air conditioning appli-
cations.

The sensors are made
from pure metal oxides respond-
ing quickly to the slightest
change in temperature. They are
stable throughout a long lifetime,
have a high impedance and are
small and inexpensive. Accurate

and dependable, they have a
typical negative temperature coef-
ficient of approximately -4.5%
per K at room temperature
(25°C).

Typical pricing for the
Series 2338 6409 in quantities of
1,000 is $0.35 each.

For more technical infor-
mation, contact Emmanuel Orban
at Philips Components, 5101
Airport Road, Mineral Wells, TX
76067, TEL: 8 17-325-787 1.

April 1, 1993 -- For Immediate
Release:

YBH Computers Inc., a small
Silicon Valley start-up in Camp-
bell, CA announces development
of the “MX Bus” Direct Connect
Interface, Spread Spectrum Wire-
less Computer LAN System. This
remarkable product was first
shown at the recent CCITT con-
ference in Geneva, Switzerland,
and today was demonstrated dur-
ing a press conference in San
Jose. Outstanding researchers in
the computer, communications
and medical fields who played a
part in the product development
were present to share in the un-
veiling.

After months of delays in
sourcing  parts, the first beta units
have been completed and imple-
mented on a temporary govern-
ment network installation in New
Mexico. According to “ M X
Bus” designers J. Sinotreb and V.
Illenif,  all current CISC and
RISC architectures, including the
new Intel Pentium were evaluated
for bus control, and ruled out
when the two designers realized



that there was no microprocessor
available which could address
faster than the human mind.

The “MX Bus” radio can
be operated at a maximum data
rate of 20 MBit/Set.  and is fully
FCC part 15 compliant. The
interface is claimed to allow
complete control of all file trans-
fer operations, including both cli-
ent/server and peer-to-peer appli-
cations. The currently supplied
drivers support Novell Netware,
ArtiSoft LanTastic,  Microsof t ,
and IBM O/S-2 operating sys-
tems. Internal NV-ROM and
SRAM memory are arranged in a
four dimensional matrix.

The YBH staff also dem-
onstrated utilization of a mind
training sequence (MTS) where
the effects of delay spread and
reflective multipath interference,
which until now have plagued all
other high speed wireless LANs,
are totally eliminated. Essentially
the brain acts as a real time rake
receiver and restores the data bits
back to the correct phase relation-
ship. At the same time noise and
interference are removed in an
adaptive psychic filtering process.

The MX system is avail-
able with both internal and op-
tional external “Top Hat” anten-
nas. Although the first prototype
installation was performed in the
sanitary facility of Walter Reed
Army Hospital, the designers feel
confident that design refinements
will allow installation only foul
hours time by most compute1
VARs.

All hardware, including
three Teflon coated stainless steel
self tapping screws, are included
for installation. The twelve page
instruction manual is written in a

New Products

format which most surgeons can
easily understand. All pages are
plasticized and easily wipe clean
with a damp cloth. A toll free
HOTLINE i s  p rov ided  fol
support.

Production units are sche-
duled for early July. Pricing has
not yet been established. FOI
more information contact: YBH
Computers, 2470 S. Winchester
Blvd., M/S D, Campbell, CA

-_--

NEW REPORT
REVIEWED

Mountain View, CA --
March 15, 1993 -- Strategies Un-
limited announced today that it
has completed a major report on
the five-year outlook for RF com-
ponents, both GaAs and silicon,
used in wireless personal com-
munication systems. This
164-page  report, entitled R F
Cot~lyoizerlt.v,fi)~~  Wiwlcss  Ptxwn-
al C~~rtlrtlllr~iCuti~)~~.~~  includes an
analysis of cellular and cordless
phones, handsets for personal
communications services (PCS),
pagers, and wide-area data net-
works. The report covers the
three world regions of the U.S.,
Europe and Japan.

Between 1987 and 1992,
annual sales of handheld wireless
communication devices, cellular
and cordless phones, pagers, and
wide-area data terminals world-
wide increased from 9 million
units to 33 million units, repre-
senting a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 30%. The
largest category was cordless
phones, followed by cellular
phones.

Between 1992 and 1997,
the world market for cellular,
cordless, and PCS handsets is
forecast to increase from 29 mil-
lion units to almost 69 million
units, representing a CAGR of
1 9 %

Of the three world regions
covered by the report, Europe is
expected to be the leader in the
transition to digital for both cord-
less and cellular systems. The
swift adoption of digital standards
and allocation of spectrum has
encouraged the growth of digital
networks in Europe. In addition,
the need for Pan-European stan-
dards, allowing international
“roaming,” is expected to further
speed the move to digital
networks. In contrast, the U.S.
has been slow to adopt a digital
cellular standard or allocate spec-
trum for emerging wireless com-
munication services. Consequent-
ly, the U.S. has fallen behind
both Europe and Japan in devel-
oping and implementing the digi-
tal cellular and cordless networks
that will provide the backbone fol
PCS.

The evolution towards
Personal Communication Services
(PCS) will be based on a combi-
nation of digital cordless and cel-
lular telephone technologies. The
Japanese are conducting PCS
network trials based on the digital
cordless standard known as the
Personal Handy Phone (PHP)
operating at 1.9 GHz.  The Eu-
ropeans, on the other hand, are
moving towards PCN via micro-
cellular networks based on digital
cellular standards such as GSM,
operating at 900 MHz, and DCS
1300, operating at 1.8 GHz. The
U.S. appears to moving in all
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directions, with PCS trials being
conducted using almost every
conceivable technology and stan-
dard. While the use of GaAs
MICs and MMICs are currently
limited to the lightweight, hand--
portable class of cellular teleph-
ones, over the next five years
GaAs will find its way into the
majority of cellular handsets and
next-generation digital cordless
phones operating at 900 and
1,900 MHz. GaAs insertions will
be predominantly in the form of
MMIC power amplifiers, switch-
es, and possibly up/down-con-
verters.

RF Conlponents~  jbr Wire-
less Per.vonul  C~~nit~llrnicutic,n.v  is
available immediately for a fee of
$2,950.

Strategies Unlimited,
Mountain View, CA, publishes
single-client and multi-client mar-
ket research reports on wireless
communications, RF components,
optoelectronics, photovoltaics,
and related technology and indus-
try structure.

Strategies Unlimited
201 San Antonio Circle. Swte 205

McNmta~n v i .  CA 94040
(415) 941-3438 FAX (415) 941-5120

New Products

Piezo Crystal Company has intro-
duced the “DHXO” (Directly
Heated Crystal Oscillator). This
patented technology bridges the
gap between TCXO’s and
Ovenized oscillators. Using an
SC cut crystal with a “heater” de-
posited on the crystal blank, more
rapid warm-up can be achieved
with lower DC power consump-
tion compared to a conventional
ovenized crystal oscillator. Also,
the use of the SC cut crystal pro-
vides improved aging, phase
noise and vibrational sensitivity
compared to TCXO’s  and some
ovenized oscillators of largei
physical size. The "DHXO" is
available in a frequency range of
7 to 20 MHz. Frequency stability
over temperature is 2x10.’ ovei
70 degrees C. Aging is 1 x 1 O-’ pei
year. DC power input is less than
1 watt at +12 VDC. SSB phase
noise is -153 dBc/Hz at 10 KHz.
Allen Variance offered is Ix1 0-l’
per second. The small volume of
one cubic inch makes the
“DHXO” desirable for portable
applications where size, power
consumption and performance are
of importance. Estimated price is
$2 10 at 1,000 quantity. For more
information call Jon Lehr  at:

Piezo Crystal Company
100 K Street

P.O. Box 619
Carlisle, Pa. 17013

FAX: 7 17-249-786 1
TEL: 717-249-2151

Sc11d  your New Product
Attrzorcrzcemterlts  crnd Press
Relenses  to SSS -- [f’ it *fits
our meccs  qf’ in tercst,  we ‘II

prrblislz  it _fkw .fLce!
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MINISTOR INCREASES
CAPACITIES

OF I.%INCH DISK DRIVES
TO 42 AND 85 MB

S A N  J O S E ,  Calif.,  --
M iniStor  Peripherals Corporation
has announced two new 1.8-inch
disk drives with data storage
capacities of 42 and 85 mega-
bytes (MB) and the industry’s
highest operating and non-operat-
ing shock resistance -- 200 Gs.
Higher capacities in the drives
were achieved by increasing re-
cording density to over 140
megabits per square inch. Avail-
able with both Personal Computer
Memory Card International Asso-
ciation (PCMCIA) and Integrated
Device Electronics [IDE) inter-
faces, the subminiature drives
offer OEMs industry standard
storage solutions for mobile com-
puters.



Called the MiniPORT 42
and  MiniPORT 85,  the  new
drives offer 42 and 85 MB capac-
ities, respectively. Data storage
capacities were increased to ad-
dress the growing demand for
higher data storage requirements
in battery powered systems.
MiniStor’s  operating shock resis-
tance enhancements support the
expanding market for mobile
computing.

MiniStor introduced its
PORTables Ser ies  of  1 .&inch
disk drives in March 1992, and
has been shipping these drives
since Q392. The original family
included 32 MB and 64 MB
drives with IDE and PCMCIA
interfaces and 20 Gs operating
and 100 Gs non-operating shock
resistance.

MiniStor Peripherals Corp.
2801 Orchard Parkway

San Jose, Ca 95134
408-943-o 165

FAX: 408-434-0784

New Products

MAGELLAN
ANNOUNCES NEW

LINE OF GPS
RECEIVERS FOR

SYSTEMS
INTEGRATORS AND

OEMs

SAN DTMAS, CA -- Expanding
its line-up of GPS BRAIN Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiv-
er p roduc t s  f o r  o r i g ina l
equipment manufacturers and
systems integrators, Magellan
Systems has introduced a smallet
module, a new firmware set for
timing, enhancements for its
standard navigation firmware and
a significant reduction in the
price of its OEM receive]
modules.

Magellan offers its
board-level module in two sizes.
The newest size measures a mere
2.9” X 4.5” X .5” and requires
just five volts to power. The
down-sized board is available in
small quantities for less than
$300 per unit, according to Ma-
gellan  OEM Sales and Marketing
Manager Mike Brower.

“We can now offer sys-
tems integrators the full power of
GPS at a fraction of the size and
cost. The reduced dimensions of
the small module permit easy
integration into a variety of other
systems where size is a critical
factor,” Brower said.

The new Single Satellite
Timing Firmware joins the
company’s Standard Navigation
Firmware in Magellan’s growing
line of application-specific OEM
GPS receiver products. The two
firmware sets are available on
both the Power Supply and new

Five-Volt hardware versions of
the Magellan GPS Brain.

“The result is a growing
product line of GPS receiver
modules which offers OEMs and
systems integrators innovative
solutions to meet a variety of
plotting, mapping, tracking, locat-
ing, navigation, positioning and
timing needs.”

MAGELLAN SYSTEMS
CORP.

960 OVERLAND COURT
SAN DIMAS, CA 91773

TEL: (714) 394-5000
FAX : (714) 394-7050

RF PROTOTYPE SYSTEMS
OFFERS NEW-LOW COST

MINIATURE
CELLULAR/PCS
SYNTHESIZERS

These synthesizers provide
a simple low-cost solution for
Local Oscillators (LOS) in all the
standard Cellular/PCS and
EAMPS Cellular radios that have
the following frequency plans:

- Common LO for both
transmit and receive

sections

- Separate PLL’s  for
transmit and receive
sections

These synthesizers offer
excellent phase noise, low noise,
and small size. They have one
big plus -- the software is avail-
able with the serial interface
m o d e l s t h a t run on
IBM/Compatible computer so the
synthesizers can be easily pro-
grammed to your desired frequen-
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ties. PLLIP-XXX units have dip
switches on board so that no
external interface is required.

Availability: Two weeks.
Please call for pricing.
For more information, contact
Dan Gavin at:

RF Prototype Systems
9400 Activity Road, Suite J

San Diego, CA 92126
TEL: 6 19-689-97 15
FAX: 6 19-689-9733

Or toll free l-804-874-8037

CAPS PLD Now
Available from

LOGICAL DEVICES, INC.

DEERFI ELD, FLORIDA
-- March 30, 1993 -- Logical
Devices Inc. announces plans to
unveil a new product. CAPS
PLD, a CD-ROM based database
containing information on ovei
16,000 PLD and FPGA devices,
with more than 15,000 pages of
technical documentation, for only
$495.00 at the PLD Conference,
held March 30-3 1, 1993 in Santa
Clara, California. CAPS PLD will
be available for Demonstration at
the Logical Devices, Inc., booth
514.

CAPS PLD was devel-
oped by CTIS, which is a divi-
sion of Cahners Publications.
Logical Devices and CTIS have
signed a joint marketing agree-
ment to promote the product
worldwide through a large net-
work of the Logical distributors
and dealers. CTIS’  decision to
choose Logical as its marketing
partner for this product has been
based on the large market share
and customer base of PLD users

New Products

that Logical has acquired over the
years.

CAPS PLD is a complete
reference source for researching
PLD, complex PLD, and FPGA
devices including part numbers,
parameters, alternate sourcing,
and technical documentation on
one CD-ROM.

CUPL PLD SOFTWARE JS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR

WINDOWS!

Logical Devices announc-
es immediate availability of
CUPL for Windows 3.0 and 3.1.
This product was completely
redone for windows and it makes
use of the advanced features
available in Windows. “This is
not just a straight port, it is a real
Windows application” said David
Mot, president of Logical Devic-
es. CUPL for Windows includes
minimization, simulation and
flexible design entry just like its
DOS and UNIX counterparts.
The advantage is that it uses the
standard Windows interface fea-
tures like menus, dialog, and a
variety of buttons. For users who
like Windows, it allows them to
add yet another tool to their Win-
dows arsenal. Since it runs in
Windows standard and enhanced
modes only, it does not have the
640K memory limitation imposed
on the standard DOS version of
CUPL. Interfaces to several Win-
dows based schematic programs
are currently being tested. These
will be available to customers
before the end of the year.

Users will really like the
context sensitive help. Choose
any dialog, menu or button and

press Fl and the help related to
that item is displayed. This also
occurs with the message window
where the compiler sends all its
output. Select a line containing a
warning or error and press Fl
and the explanation of that
warning or error is displayed.
Also in April of this year, Logi-
cal Devices introduced the
ALLPRO XR, the first program-
mer with a true Windows inter-
face. CUPL  and ALLPRO XR
can be used together to create a
total development station for
programmable logic.

Since the compiler core is
a Windows Dynamic Link Li-
brary, other tools can link it to
add the CUPL compiler to their
environment. This opens the
possibility for other tools that
would like to have a built in
LOGIC compiler. It is also possi-
ble to use the Windows Dynamic
Data Exchange (DDE) feature to
communicate with CUPL for
Windows.

For more information on
either of LDl’s new product of-
ferings contact:

David Mot, President
Logical Devices, Inc.

692 South Military Trail
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442

TEL: 305-428-6868
FAX: 305-428-  18 11

Tim’s aI1 the New Prod-
ucts we have room .fbr in
this man tit ‘s SSS. Look
more more exciting new

CCIiIioICiiC’eMieIits  in
our Mccy  issire!



Microcomputer pioneer and guru ! Don
Lancaster is the author of 28 books, 2 videos, and
countless articles. When you include his TTL
Cookbook and CMOS Cookhook  he has published
more than one million books. He is considered by
some to be the father of the personal computer, for
his early ground-breaking work with hacker digital
electronics and low cost video terminal displays.
He is considered by others to be the patron saint
of the Walter Mitties of the World.

Don is the Hur~d~x~-e  Hucker*  in Electronics
Now, r u n s h i s ResoIlrce Bin in
Nllts & Volts and his the Blatunt Oppomrnist in
Midnight Engineering are always interesting. Don
is also the Sysop for GEnie PSRT, a leading
Money Machine, laser publishing, PostScript, and
hardware hacking on-line resource. His popular
Ask the Gz.rnr  columns continue to be published
electronically in PSRT.

Don Lancaster’s

INCREDIBLE

MACHINE II

A HOW-TO COOKBOOK FOR SETTING

UP YOUR VERY OWN COMPUTER,
CRAFT, OR TECH VENTURE.

Don is also the head honcho  at Synergetics,
a new-age design and consulting firm that special-
izes in Apple computing, laser printing, PostScript
development work, electronic prototype,
book-on-demand publishing, technical writing, and
innovative software design. His avocations include
firefighting, cave exploration, bicycling and of
course tin!& qlsesting.

One could do worse than to read and heed
his timely entrepreneurial advice presented in the
new update of his now classic, ISMM. At RF/SS
we developed ideas similar and parallel to what
Don has in his book, even before we read ISMM.
Don’s individually autographed copies of The
Incredible Secret Monel  Muchine II are available
directly from Synergetics Press -- you may use the
order form below:

RETAIL ISMM
REORDER FORM

Individual copies of Don Lancaster’s new lncredlblc
Secret Money Mechlne II are currently available at
S18.50  plus $2.00 UPS shipping and handling.

Most orders are shipped within 24 hours.

All copies are personally autographed.

Featured In Sprecld Spectrunl Scene

P l e a s e  r e n d  m e copies of the new Incredible kcet Money
Machlm  II at $18.50 plus $2.00 s/h. (AZ reriden~  add 6.5%  tar.)

I cnclov  pynlent of I by cl check  a VISA 0 MAITLRCASID

-.-.-.- cxp  J_ SignHun:

Nam: Phcax [ I_._

SynwgQtlcs  JIM wa 1st strmt,  ma aocw. lhakhmr.  a2 11552 I4021 42uo73
G a
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A Novel
Software/Firmware Based
PN Generator and Sliding

Correlator

by Benedict Tse and Randy
Roberts

Benedict Tse, a senior
BSEE/BSCS student at UC
Berkeley undertook a small pro-
ject using the Microchip
PIC 17C42  RISC microcontroller
to see what could be done with
fast microprocessors used to gen-
erate PN codes. He did exceed-
ingly well on this little project
and was able to generate PN at
rates up to 4 MHz. He under-
took further coding and de-bug-
ging and was able to not only
generate PN codes but perform a
sliding serial correlation function
(in a half duplex mode) at TX
and RX PN clocks of greater than
2 MHz. A photo of our develop-
ment system and breadboard I/O
area is shown in figure 1.

RF/SS  plans  to  make
available the code and furthet
application assistance, by license
agreement, to any interested com-
pany or individual. We think this
fully firmware programmable
concept can make a lot of waves
in the SS arena, especially for SS
cordless telephones 01 new
CDMA cellular / PCN / PCS
voice / FAX or data applications.

We utilized a Cyberwave
Proto-  Evaluation board, fully
populated with 64 kBytes  of
FLASH memory, the LD-17
monitor/serial loader and Univer-
sal Cross-Assemblers’ Cross- 16
Meta Assembler for this develop-
ment project.

The following paragraphs
describe some of the problems
and limitations we faced in this

Figure  1: PICl7C42  Firmware PN
Gcncrator  and Sliding Corrclator.

development.

Memory Map
________________

The PIC17C42  has a separate
program memory and data memo-
ry, with all the run time variables
stored or read from the data me-
mory which is allocated from
0x00 to Oxff and 8 bits wide. If
more than 256 bytes of data me-
mory are desired, a swap between
data memory and program memo-
“Y can be done by using
TABLRD and TABLWT instruc-
tions (a time consuming process).

Parallel Port

Since the proto-  runs in
microprocessor mode, only paral-
lel port A is available as a built
in I/O port, and most of the bits
of port A are input only and with
very few output bits. Since the
PlC 17C42 doesn’t have a direc-
tion register for its parallel port,
a pullup  resistor is needed fat
output and a 0 must not be writ-
ten to the port when configured
as output.

Timing problem
______________

A low to high or high to low
transistion appears to have differ-
ent but consistent delays. A sin-
gle bit high has a cycle time 60ns
shorter than the regular instruc-
tion time, 250ns,  and a single bit
low has a cycle time 60ns longer
than the regular instruction time,
250ns. For multiple high bits,
the cycle time will still be 60ns
shorter than the expected cycle
length. Thus 5 high bits will
result a cycle time of 5x250ns-
60ns = 1190ns.

From bit to bit, several in-
structions need to be executed in
order to call up a new PN se-
quence. The number of instru-
ctions that we can put in will
depend on how much we can
tolerate between bit to bit --more
detailed analysis needs to be
done.

Hardware problem
_____________________

Since there are only 256 bytes
of data RAM on chip, if more
memory is desired, two external
RAM chips are needed to provide
more pro&am memory (RAM)
for swapping. And it will be
even more complicated if the 2K
internal EPROM is not large
enough to hold the program. If
that is the case, 2 external
EPROMs will also be needed
besides the external RAM which
implies an address decoder will
also be needed.

Conclusion
_____________

More work still needs to be
done, but so far this little concept
seems to be a “killer.” What do
you think’!

M0i.c  llrsl  0l0ll1l~.
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This short note from
John Horvath of

Minaret Radio may
give you some ideas
for wideband VCOs
of your own. Give
John a call if you

have any questions.

VCO  . 1,220 GHz - 1.5464 GHz /

, l-7 dBm -
1-7

3 dBm I

OUtpUt. MKR A -52.8,  3 btH1=
.?FF . Q dfim A TTEN I Q  c!S - 1 . 6 8  de
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Beginners Box

Boolean Logic Review
Basic Logic Elements
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Help Wanted

This  might be your once in a lifetime opportunity to portlclpate  in the 91 billion telecom
munitions revolution right here in San Diego  Here you will be a key part of a new team
with a well financed  and well established international market leader You will he creating
solutions for the emerging Industry n you want to be on the cutttngedge  of integrattng
wireless voice and data. you will want to respond quickly.

Will be responsible for product from conceptton through rollout. Must be a conceptual thinker
with the abititV  to communicate eff&Ny, bath internally and externally. You will drive
specifications  and Product design and development for low cost. low power commercial
systems ranging from 7M3  Mhz to 5 Ghz.  Successful candidates will have a EtSEE and M&4
with S-10 yean’ experience The selected  individual will have a proven track record in
managing Products in leadingedge  often Ill defined  markets. Experience with datasheet
and product  support  material creatton  is a benefit.  Eepf.  MPM-SS.  ?

Will be responsible for product engineering from functional specification  through product
release Must understand the market and be a conceptual thinker with  me ability to cornmu
nicate  ideas effectively with internal staff and external customers As an ~~B(~III  systems archC
tect. you will need to understand the tradeoffs of various modulation, collision avoidance
MAC and PHY requirements and inherent channel problems You will be tasked with me
integration of software tkmware mechantcal,  RF, MMlC and ASlCs  Successful candidates
will have a @SEE with 10 or more years of circuit-level design and development management
experience Working knowledge  of work Icad  spreading, PERT charting, program planning
and reporting is a must. Dept.  Dor5SSS

Will be responsible for device specifications  circuit testing and vendor selecttons  for low
cost, low pcwer  commercial components in the 700 Mhz - 5 Ghz range Successful can-
didates wilt have a BEE  with 5 Years of de&opment  experience in RF devices including
actives.  ASlCs and passives Depb.  CE-.S!ZS

Will be responsible for speciflcattons  circuit design and development of low cost, low power
commercial circuits ranging from 700 Mhz to 5 Ghz. Successful candidates will have a @SEE
with 8 Year5 direct development experience in different mcdulatton  techniques spread
spectrum, VCCs  fllten synthesizers  power ampliflen LEAS and AGC designs Experience in
full and half duplex mdlo s&ems and microcellular architectures as well as experience with
FCC is a must. L%pf. SRFSSS

Responsible for creating a variety of designs  for TDMA, CDMA and mixed-signal applications
Successful candidates will have  a BSEE  with  4 or more years’ circuit-level development
experience in ASK: VLSI, CMOS and GaAs top down design including interfacing to
microcontrollers Duttes will include s#ern integration/test tram  product conception to
manufacturing. Experience with commercial DSR in hardware and r/stem integration  into
communications products is a plus Depl  AOE-SSS

Successful candldate  will possess handson  assembly experience IO Mhz to 5 Ghz,  and a
background with acttve and passive  devices network analYzer,  signal generators and spectrum
analyzer. The abiltt to troubleshoot to the component level is a must. Depf.  SRL5S.S

Responsible for device speciflcatlons circuit design and development of low cost, low
power commercial electronics to control communications hardware Successful candidates
will have a BSEE with 5 years direct  development experience in XYllnx FPGAS  DSR and
Mrtous  microprocessor platforms as well as CAD and circuit/logic simulation. Dept. DE-SEE.

Will conceive d&op and implement designs of housings and plastic packaging of
communicattons  devices Successful candidates will have a BSME with 4 years.’ development
experience in commefcial  applications design with working knowledge of AUTOCAD. FCAD
and other modetling prcgmms  knowledge of thermal effects vartous  plasttcs  used in injec-
tion molding, Rf shielding and PockagIng  density for Sh4T  and snap together assembly is a
must. Deaf  M5SSS

MU must have experience in telecommunications  aperattng  Wems  and internetworking
@ems device drlverr  diagnostic  satire and assembb  language ccdlng.  Succes3ul
candidates will have a BSA4.S  in CS  or EE with 4 years’ development experience In corn-
mercial appliccrtlons  using C and other compilable  languages Dept  SE-.%%

Opportunfflea  also extsl  for New Prod&  Purchahg.  Quality  and DocumentalIon
Engineers,  and support staff. All applicants must be versaitla tenacious and team playen
who enjo+  me success of dlrected  individual etirt  towords  organizational objecWes

Join a winning team and realize  me satlsfaction  of being a winner.  For immediate  con+
deration.  send wur resume specifying  appropriate department code to:  BW Confidential
ReplySecvlcaAttn:Dept(7.31llCanirodelRloNorth,Suite202Sar\D~CA92~08.Al~
will  be hetd  In shttrlcterl  canrldenca  Our client Is an ECE M/F/D/V. No phone calls, please















TEST 81 MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

selling quality reconditioned test equipment for 22 years

0 Over 30,000 instruments by 200 + manufacturers

l All fully guaranteed and supplied with standard accessories
l Most equipment can ship within 2 days

Visit our facility to see for yourself our wide selection of test
equipment and microwave hardware,

or call us with your requirements

800-442-5835
SEE OUR SPECIALS AD IN THIS ISSUE I

Have you subscribed yet?

Think
Spread Spectrum!

TEST LAB CO. SPECIALS / 800-442-5835
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE CURRENTLY IN STOCK AT

THESE GREATLY REDUCED PRICES, FOR A LIMITED TlME

ENI 603L .8-1OOOMHz.  3 WATT AMPPUFIER

ENI 601 L &lWOMHz.  1.2 WATT Ah4PLlFlER

HPC 435A I048lA POWER METER I SENSOR

STRUTHERS 502 THROUGH UNE WATT METERS. 2-1ooC

10.50.100.500  WATT RESOLUTION .NEVER  USED

EIP 54&t/06 lOMHz TO 26GHz FREQUENCY COUNTER

WAVETEK  2002A l-2MOMHz SIGNAL GENERATOR

FLUKE 884OA/O9 5.5 DIGIT TRUE RMS MULTIMETER

HPC 141718555A  .Ol-18GHz SPECTRUM ANALYZER

ENI 240L 2OKHz-lOMHr,  40 WAlT AMPLIFIER

HPC 866OC/86&03AJ86632B  26OOMHz SYNTHESIZER

PHILLIPS 6654C1526  DC-l .5GHz  UNIVERSAL COUNTER

HPC 84O5A VECTOR VOLTMETER

HPC 5331OA/~01/030  MODUIATION  ANALYZER

f 1795.00

t 895.M)

$1250.00

IMHz.

t 250.00

t 5ooo.M)

s 1995.c-o

t 695.00

s 3995.00

t 2150.00

s 6500.00

0 1200.00

s 2495.00

s 7300.00

DORADO INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
Models G4-196, G4-197 & G4-198

Microwave Sweep/Signal Generators -- Priced from $2800 -- 2 to 18 GHz
Tel: 206-583-0000 -- 270 So. Hanford St., Seattle, WA 98134 -- FAX: 206-583-0345 ,


